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conflict termination: a rational model - taylor & francis - conflict termination 27 strategy depends for
success, first and most, on a sound calculation and coordination of the ends and means. the end must be
propor- how a war ends: a rational model approach - porsholt (1966, 1971) has a utility maximization
model, but his approach does not take into account the costs of losing a war nor does he discuss war
termination. rational models have been used to explain a wide variety of political, economic, and historical
analysis of conflict termination - ima - historical analysis of conflict termination is concerned with
identifying the key factors driving the termination of hostilities in a set of 20th century interstate conflicts;
understanding why states surrendered during wars. the paper is based upon an economic rational
expectations model of conflict termination, where fighting stops as expected costs exceed expected benefits
for all parties ... building a prospect theory model of ethnic civil war ... - building a prospect theory
model of ethnic civil war termination by robert davis butts submitted to the department of political science on
july 31, 2007 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of science in political science
abstract ethnic civil wars are the most abundant form of large-scale, deadly conflict in the world today, yet the
dedicated study of ethnic ... planning for conflict termination and post-conflict success - how could
rational decisionmakers get it so wrong?3 this article examines the doctrinal basis for conflict termination planning and provides suggestions and approaches for greater success. fundamentals conflict termination is the
formal end of fighting, not the end of con-flict. us doctrine holds that the goal of military operations is to set
conditions thatcompelbelligerents ... assessing the bargaining model of war termination: an ... assessing the bargaining model of war termination: an examination of the philippine-american war, 1899-1902
by c2008 adam david brown submitted to the graduate degree program in political science and the causal
beliefs and war termination: the author(s) 2017 ... - causal beliefs and war termination: religion and
rational choice in the iran–iraq war marco nilsson school of education and communication, jo¨nko¨ping
university war termination: a selected bibliography - army war college or on the internet about war and
conflict termination. it is not a comprehensive it is not a comprehensive listing, but is intended to be a starting
point for research. se urity class:ficattion page report documeb vi iiii iii - conflict termination studies are
generally forced to assume that rational actors are involved in the decisions to begin and terminate hostilities.
if a non-rational actor were assumed, the ability to predict conditions for conflict termination becomes
extremely difficult if not impossible. however, as noted by michael handel, history has seen numerous
instances where an adversary has made what ... ad-a252 038 - apps.dtic - it develops a theoretical war
termination model using a rational actor model composed of four sectors -- the government, the military 2 the
people, and the media. foreign policy analysis and rational choice models - 1 foreign policy analysis and
rational choice models bruce bueno de mesquita new york university/stanford university [email address] [word
count] conflict termination: a selected bibliography - i preface the study of conflict termination is an
important topic of research for the united states army. the purpose of this bibliography is to introduce some of
the resources readily available at the beyond guns and steel: a war termination strategy by ... - book
reviews: grand strategy, armed intervention, and war termination 153 beyond guns and steel: a war
termination strategy by dominic j. caraccilo uncitral model law on international commercial arbitration revised articles of the model law on international commercial arbitration of the united nations commission on
international trade law, and the recommendation regarding the interpretation of article ii, paragraph 2,
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